
XCP-2D-G in graphite and silver with ebony desktop and yellow acrylic feature panel

To further ensure that evolutión
®Xpression can provide the solution to your

requirements, we’ve taken a bold step with this latest product to offer a range of

counter cap materials. You can add to the bespoke feel of evolutión
®Xpression by

specifying one of 3 colours in either glass, HI-MACS® natural acrylic stone or

DuPont™ Zodiaq® quartz composite. 

evolutión
®Xpression represents the opportunity to ‘make your mark’ in

perfectly tailoring a superb quality and truly unique reception desk solution.
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Glass counter cap 

HI-MACS® natural acrylic stone counter cap 

DuPont™ Zodiaq® quartz composite counter cap 



XCP-1WL-SL-Q in silver with ebony desktop and modesty panels and DuPont™ Zodiaq® quartz composite feature panel
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Put yourself light years ahead of the competition...

This ground breaking range features a back lit lightbox panel as standard on

every product. This dynamic feature offers infinite possibilities for displaying

logos, corporate graphics and even photographic imagery as an integral part of

your reception area scheme.

LCP-2W special

LCP-2W in ebony

LCBP-2W in white

LBP-2W in white with oak desktop and raspberry lightbox graphics panel with sliver logo lettering
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LBP-1WL special in ebony veneer with ebony lightbox surround and white lightbox graphics panel
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LBP-2WC in walnut veneer with white lightbox graphics panel
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evolutión® light special in ash veneer with white lightbox graphics panel

Available in 44 straight, curved and

combination configurations as standard,

evolutión
®

light continues to bring a new

dimension to reception desk design. 

The minimal uncluttered lines

inherent in this range combine with the

smooth even light distribution of the

light box to ensure that when ‘less is

more’ has been specified, this highly

innovative design can provide the solution.

LCP-1WL in cherry LCBP-2W in whiteLBP special
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